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Introduction
Analytical theories such as Brouwer, _ Vinti, 2 and Kozai, 3 were used extensively for orbit
predictions in the Space Age early years. The advance in large frame extremely fast computers
allowed less premium to be placed on computational efficiency, thus special perturbations
methods e.g., Cowell etc., could be employed to address the increasingly more stringent accu-
racy requirements for orbit prediction. However, there has developed an increasing need for au-
tonomous satellite ephemeris generation by various users, which has been facilitated by the intro-
duction of mini and micro personal computers (PCs) into this field. This has created a desire for
methods which retain computational efficiency while meeting the requirements for greater accu-
racy. For example, research developments by Rom, 4 Deprit, 5 and averaging methods by Mc-
Clain, et a|. 6 provide for development of more accurate analytic methods and semi-analytic
methods which address these needs.
There has always existed a wide area of applications for general perturbation models of mod-
erate accuracy, providing even more efficient computational speed and storage requirements
suitable for micro-computers. These needs have been expanded by the increased need to provide
autonomous satellite orbit propagations on small and slow computer processors onboard a
spacecraft (with a premium placed on power conservation) or at "on-site" ground locations.
Thus, there is a continuing demand for moderately accurate general-perturbation models designed
for speed and low memory size.
Hoots: latest contribution to this genre has noted the legacy of developments in this area.
Hoots recounts that: "One of the first theories of this type was developed by Hilton and Kuhlman
in 1966." The resultant simplified general-perturbation theory obtained from simplification of
the work of Kozai for gravitational effects with the drag effect on mean motion taken as linear in
time is called SGP. "SGP is used throughout the world at radar installations, data collection sta-
tions, universities, etc., where fast, moderate accuracy satellite predictions are required." A later
simplifying theory, called SGP4, was developed in 1970 by Cranford (see Lane and HootsS), by
use of Brouwer theory for its gravitational model and a power density function for its atmos-
pheric model. "SGP4 is currently used by North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD) for updating and maintenance of the entire inventory of near-Earth satellites."7
Hoots presented a simplified general perturbations model called SGP8 in 1980 which sig-
nificantly improved prediction accuracy near decay where SGP and SGP4 predictions degrade
rapidly. The SGP8 theory employs the same atmospheric model as SGP4, incorporating a
hybrid simplification of Brouwer and Vinti's general perturbation theories for its gravitational
model which removes any singularities at the critical inclination. The SGP8 retains most of the
prediction accuracy except for satellites with larger eccentricity, however transformation from
osculating to mean elements is not available in closed form (i.e., the theory is not self starting).
Therefore the seven constants of the theory comprising the drag parameter and mean orbital
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elements are determined through a least-square fit of the theory to the first day of a given
reference orbit.
In order to facilitate the efficient use of the general perturbation model presented here on a
microcomputer the paper presents an improved algorithm for osculating to mean element conver-
sion. Also a 002) secular retarded matrizant is developed to employ with the theory in state esti-
mation methods.
All of the simplified general perturbation theories presented including the present offering in
this paper occupy core size of around 8K bytes. In order to demonstrate its adaptation to micro-
computers, the method presented here has been implemented on a very inexpensive PC, the
Timex/Sinclair 2068 color home computer. Standalone BASIC program packages have been
developed for osculating to mean element conversion, differential correction with mean trajectory
data, and ephemeris generation.
All references herein to a Cowell or numerical method considers a 4 x 4 gravitational field
and drag perturbations in orbit propagation.
vi
mEconomizing Procedure
The simplified general perturbation theory presented in this paper (hereafter designated "Bg") employs
simplifications of the Brouwer and Lyddane 9 theory for its gravitational model. The theory is further modified to
incorporate a computationally efficient algorithm to simulate the drag effects by a retarded linear rate parameter
(gt) in the mean semi-major axis. The rate parameter is derived by observing the semi-major axis decay in mean
space. The 13g-theory neglects drag variations within a period, rectifying the constants of the theory at orbit
period intervals to model the linear drag effect on the mean eccentricity and the quadratic variation in mean ano-
maly with time.
Even without the drag algorithm, the method of Brouwer and its revision by Lyddane has been adapted to
make an economical analytical orbit theory for satellite motion about an oblate planet including J2, J3, and parts
of the J4 zonal effects. The true argument of latitude was adopted as the fast variable in the theory. The choice of
the true argument of latitude as the fast variable simplifies the computation of the osculating inclination. The J3
and J4 zonal effects in the Brouwer-Lyddane theory are considered in this adaptation in relation to their primary
effects on the radial and crosstrack errors respectively, and truncated in accordance with economical computa-
tional consideration.
Lyddane remarks that g" and g" ("mean" mean anomaly and mean argumentof perigee) must be used for
computing f' and r' (true anomaly and radius magnitude) in his version; however, as demonstrated by Gordon, et
al. _o this results in a relatively large radial error with respect to Brouwer for moderate values of the eccentricity.
This can be avoided by evaluating f' and r' with g', g' (secular + long-period terms included) for moderate
values of the eccent, icity and with _'", g" for relatively low values of the eccentricity. In addition, the theory also
factors lit the long period variation in the eccentricity due to J3 into the calculation of f' and r'. For some orbital
parameters, this can result in a significant improvement in accounting for intract error due to the oblateness per-
turbation. This was demonstrated by repeating the study by Gordon, et al. "_ with the aforementioned changes.
The theory is valid for all eccentricities between 0 and I but is singular at 0 degrees inclination or the critical
inclination. Over 90 percent of the satellites currently in orbit satisfy these restrictions. 7
Applications
The Bg-theory for _.= 0 is self starting (does not require a reference orbit). This capability proves useful for
field applications at the foot of an antenna. The G.E. Company's Space Division has demonstrated this with a
practical field application by incorporating the theory in a software computer design for the Landsat-D Transport-
able Ground Station (TGS), (located at the Goddard Space Flight Center), to compute mean elements and propa-
gate the spacecraft trajectory, therein creating an azimuth and elevations file to track the spacecraft and control
pass acquisitions, The General Electric Landsat-D ground segment project also employed the theory and the os-
culating to mean element conversion algorithm to provide for conversion of improved interrange vectors (IIRV)
to host vehicle almanac data for uplink to the Landsat-D Receiver/Processor Assembler (R/PA) at initialization
of GPS navigation.
The theory has been incorporated by Bendix Aerospace into a program for use on the Z-100 microcomput-
ers at NASA STDN Bermuda. The program compares predicted data (GSFC provided osculating IIRV's) with
real time tracking data from the USB-9 meter tracking system in real time or post pass, and also provides predic-
tions of future satellite view periods for the station.
Economized Equations for "Bg"
Adapting the simplifying procedures discussed we arrive at the following formulas for efficient computation
of the orbital elements using the same notation and definitions employed by Brouwer.
Abbreviated terms:
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Compute secular terms."
Compute long period terms."
g" -= "mean" mean anomaly
g" = _"o + (no + _")(t- to)
g" -- mean argument of perigee
g"= g"o + _"(t- to)
h" - mean longitude of the ascending node
h"= h"o + I_"(t- to)
u" -= "mean" mean argument of latitude
u" = g" + g"
g_e' = _12A 4 sin g" + e" rl2 "Y'2 Aj cos (2 g")
_2 e' = e" T] 3 _'2 A_ sin (2 g") - rl 3 A 4 cos g"
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Compute mean argument of latitude:
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Compute mean anomaly:
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Stable Osculating to Mean Conversion
Waiter's 11algorithm for osculating to mean conversion is unstable for low e in Keplerian space; the apparent
instability of the iterative osculating to mean element conversion is removed by translating the iteration from
mean Keplerian space to mean Cartesian space.
Define:
l-l-= (a", e", i", g", h", g ")- Mean Keplerian Elements
fl-- (a, e, i, g, h, g)- Osculating Keplerian Elements
X= (x", y", z", ;d, _", _") - Mean Cartesian State
Elements
Y=(x, y, z, [, _,, i) - Osculating Cartesian State
Elements
Given an osculating Cartesian state Y we determine
_(o) _... fEa (Y)
Wheref2BrepresentsheKeplerianstatetwo-bodyfunctionalrelationshipto theCartesian state. Then employing
the iterative algorithm,
__0) ....-- Bg (_'_G) At = o)
yO).,_.,- 1
• 2. (-_%
Xi q+ I) XO) + (Yi (J)= , -Yi ), i = 1, 2, ....6
__0+ l_.._ f2u(XO + j_)
For j = O, I, 2 ..... i0 or until the tollowing criterion is satisfied:
Where e is some preassigned small positive number. Let this algorithm be represented by the symbolic functional
relationship.
_----O(Y)
Semimajor Axis Decay Rate
Applying the osculating to mean conversions at mean period (P) intervals, we determine the semimajor axis
decay over M periods, i.e., with
a" i "'-" Oi(Y)
given for i = I, 2 ..... M; we compute the mean semimajor axis decay rate as:
M( )E a"i - a"i- 1i=l _-
M
Orbit Propagation With "Bg"
To update the orbital elements to time (At = t - to) with the Bg-theory, we assume the orbital elements re-
main constant over one period (P) and rectify the theory's constants at one period intervals (with the fi decay rate)
up to the Nth period where;
Employingtheaboveiterativemethod,wehave:
vv _ pv _pjaj a j_ I + _j
with perigee constant, the eccentricity decay equation is given by,
e"j = e" (1-e"j_,)j__ + _Pj_j
aj_l
3(nj(g"o) = (go)j-i- 4 a"j-i ,n _
Evaluating only the secular part of Bg, we obtain:
_j _- B"g(_j, Pj_,)
Wherej = 1, 2 ..... N = >
--fiN _ (a"N, e N, JN," '" g"N, hN," {"N)
then at time At the osculating elements are given by evaluating the full Bg theory with:
(At)-,,--Bg (_(TN), At - TN)
With T N = to + N x P. Let us represent the semianalytic theory with the rectification algorithm for retarded mo-
tion symbolically by "13g".
O(J2) Secular Retarded State Matrizant
Spacecraft state estimation algorithms employing either a weighted least square estimator or sequential filter
estimator for orbit refinement and prediction requires development of a set of partial derivatives called the matri-
zant, or state transition matrix. These partial derivatives give the relationships between perturbations in the
spacecraft state at observation times to perturbations in the state at epoch.
The objective of this study is to obtain an analytical formulation to employ with the f3g theory which pre-
serves its accuracy and computational efficiency for micro-computer application. As Rice 12 has noted, neglecting
small forces such as gravitational harmonics and drag may result in non-negligible errors, and "a good approxi-
mation to the state transition may be obtained with a simplified force model provided that the transition matrix is
evaluated along a trajectory based on the same force model." However, for retarded artificial satellites orbiting
near the Earth, the J2 oblateness potential and semi-major axis decay rate contributes strong perturbations which
may not be neglected for accurate satellite orbit predictions.
With the foregoing observations in mind we differentiate the Secular solution of "13g" with J2 only to obtain
the transition matrix in terms of the keplerian elements and the empirically determined semi-major axis decay rate
parameter (_). If the state (secular retarded keplerian elements) is given as a function of the initial state 12oand
time (t) i.e.,
_(t) = _(_o(to), t)
then _b (the matrizant) may be determined by taking partial derivatives of this functional relation:
qb(t, to) d__(t) (Do (to), t)
: 0__o
with an element of _(t, to) given by
q)ij(t, to) - O_i(t)
O_j(to)
where (i, j = 1, 2 ..... 7); _ is a generic symbol for the dynamic orbital elements and the decay rate parameter of
a state vector of dimension 7.
Computation of Matrizant Elements
Define
J2 = _ J2R2;p=a( l __2); _ = At = t-t o
with:
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Simulated Trajectory Data
Simulated trajectory data, i.e., osculating state vectors were used to simply demonstrate the Bg-theory capa-
bility to represent retarded satellite motion about an oblate planet. This is not meant to impute any claim of accu-
racy to the method. Fig. 1 presents a "Truth Ephemeris" generated by the Cowell numerical propagation of near
circular 400 km altitude satellite perturbed by a 4 x 4 gravitational field and drag, compared with the ephemeris
generated by the Bg-theory without drag (i.e., the retardation rate parameter is set to zero). An error growth of
1000 km in along-track and 80 km in radial is realized over a 6-day span. The constants of the Bg-theory (with
the decay rate included) is derived from a fit over a 3-day span to the "Truth Ephemeris" state vectors by a diffe-
rential correction technique. The post fit error growths are reduced to less than 2 km (Fig. 2).
Tracking Data
Real tracking data demonstrates the Bg-theory is favorable orbit determination and prediction capabilities.
Orbit determinations for a number of different epochs employ real (SMM-Solar Maximum Mission) tracking data
over a 2-day span to differentially correct the epoch state and drag model constant for the Cowell method and the
epoch mean elements for the Bg-theory. The predicted ephemeris of the Cowell method and the 13g-theory is then
compared with a series of definitive state solutions determined over successive 2-day spans. The comparable re-
sponses of the Cowell and 13g methods are presented in the table. The table demonstrates that for all practical pur-
poses, wherein drag is significant, the theory is in fact as accurate or non-accurate as a Cowell method in a post
differential-corrected orbit ephemeris prediction.
a"- 6775,8813
e"- .00057510273
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Fig. 2 Cowell v. "13g" (_ :_ 0)
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Table1.SMMIn-TrackErrors(km.)
COWELL 13g COWELL 13g COWELL I3g
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conversionalgorithmis presentedwhichis usedtoprovideanaccuratefirstorderestimateto thesemi-majoraxis
decayratefor Bg. Thisalgorithmcanalsobeusedto produceareferenceorbitof meantrajectorystatevector






theoryis in factasaccurateor non-accurateasa "definitiveCowellmethod"in postdifferential-correctedorbit
predictions.
Furthermore,suggestionsaremadefor theinclusionof J3 long period computations that can significantly im-
prove the accuracy of existing programs of the Brouwer or Brouwer- Lyddane theory, and for resolving the radial
error discrepancies between the respective theories.
The theory has been implemented on a very inexpensive personal home micro-computer with accuracy com-
patible to that obtained on the large mainframe IBM 360-95 computer. The power supply for the T/S 2068 re-
quires only 1 ampere. Given the computational efficiency, low storage requirements, and low power consump-
tion, such economized general-perturbation models could be utilized as backup orbit propagators onboard all fu-
ture spacecraft. The theory's practical use for portable field applications at the foot of an antenna has been de-
monstrated, e.g., tracking a satellite to control station pass acquisitions.
Furthermore, the economized theory lends itself to iterative closed analytic algorithms (Gordon 13) for au-
tonomous onboard future event predictions; e.g., occultations, station contacts, special ground trace reference
points, etc. This eliminates costly numerical techniques which require superfluous evaluations of constraint
equations.
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Ephemerisdataforover 90 percent of the satellites currently in orbit supported by extensive orbit determina-
tion systems such as GTDFS at the Goddard NASA facility and employing extensive tracking/navigation systems
as GSTDN/TDRSS can be collapsed to seven parameters and transferred to any user of need with access to a pro-
gram of the theory and an inexpensive micro-computer with considerable computational efficiency and sufficient
accuracy for ephemeris generation needs.
This should facilitate the theory's use: for alternative onboard orbit propagation or as a back-up propagator;
with mobile or fixed ground tracking installations; by experimenters; by satellite project scientists; i.e., any user
who has need of ephemeris data readily accessible, cheaply obtained, and where routinely generated.
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Appendix
Appendix A presents a listing in TS 2000 Basic (Durang, 1983) for satellite ephemeris generation with the
"Bg'" theory. "Bg" orbits generated on the T/S 2068 or the large main flame IBM 360-95 computer yielded ran-
dom, insignificant total error residuals on the order of approximately 10 meters. A sample of an ephemeris output
generated by the "Bg" theory on the T/S 2068 is presented. Appendix B presents a BASIC listing of a standalone
differential correction (DC) program utilizing the "Bg" theory and the O(J2) secular retarded state matrizant pre-
sented in the paper for spacecraft state estimation by processing trajectory data as input from a reference orbit. A
sample output of a differentially corrected orbit is presented which demonstrates a test of the integrity of the equa-
tions. However, degradation in the DC is more pronounced on the T/S 2068 PC than using double precision
arithmetic on the large main frame IBM 36%95. As noted, there is no appreciable difference in ephemeris gener-
ation. Appendix C presents a Basic listing and sample output of the stable osculating to mean elements conver-






2 REM An Economical Semi-Analytical Orbit Theory
for Micro-Computer Applications 1986-TimeX/Sinclair 2068
R.A. Gordon, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, GreenBelt, MD.
AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting Jan.6-9,1986
[AIAA-86-O085]
4 DEF FN I(S,C,T)=(PI AND C<O)+(PI2 AND C)O AND S<O)+(ATN T A
ND C<)O)+(PI/2 AND C=O AND S)O)+(3*PI/2 AND C=O AND S(O)
5 DEF FN M(X,N)=X-N*INT (X/N)
7 DEF FN A(A)=FN M(A,PI2)
8 DEF FN T(S,C)=(PI2 AND S<0)+(-I AND S<O OR +I AND S)=O)*ACS
C
9 CLS
10 GO SUB 2900
20 REM EPHEM
22 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
23 LET nt=t/DELt+1
25 GO SUB 270
26 GO SUB 300
27 GO SUB 80
29 GO SUB 9O
37 NEXT t
38 BEER .5,0: BEER 1,12
39 STOP
80 REM t-Day.hr.min.sec
81 LET Dav=INT (t/86400)
82 LET hr=INT ((t-Day*86400)/3600)
83 LET min=INT ((t-(Day*86400+hr*3600))/60)
84 LET sec=INT (t-(Day*86400+hr*B600+min*60)): LET sec=INT (se
c+.5)
85 CLS
86 PRINT INVERSE l;Day;'Day ";hr;"hr ";min;'min ";sec;"sec"
87 LPRINT Day;"Day ";hr;"hr ";min;"min ";sec;'sec"
88 PRINT
89 RETURN
90 REM PRINT a.e.i.g.h.l-x.y.z. Dx. Dy. Dz
91 PRINT AT 0,20;" km-kmlsec "''
92 PRINT "a=";a,"x=';x;"km"'"e=';e,"y=";y''i=";i*RTD,"z=";z''g
=";g*RTD,"Dx=';Dx''h=";h*RTD,'Dy=";Dv''I=";I*RTD,'Dz=';Dz
93 LPRINT "a=";a;TAB 16;"x=';x;"Mm'''e=";e;TAB 16;"y=";y'"i=';
i*RTD;TAB 16;"z=";z'"g=';g*RTD;TAB 16;'Dx=';Dx''h=';h*RTD;TAB 16
;"Dy=";Dy''I=';I*RTD;TAB 16;"Dz=";Dz
99 RETURN
[OO REM SOLVE KEPLERS EQ.
If0 LET EA=O
115 IF i=0 THEN GO TO 160
120 LET EA=I+e
125 FOR N=I TO 10: LET OEA=EA: LET FE=EA-e*SIN EA-I: LET EA=EA-
FE/(I-e*COS (EA-O.5*FE)): LET DEA=ABS (EA-OEA)
135 IF DEA<=O. IE-8 THEN GO TO 160
140 NEXT N
160 LET EA=FN M(EA,2*PI)
199 RETURN
200 REM BgORBIT
201 LET ADP=aO: LET EDP=eO: LET IDP=iO: LET GDP=gO: LET HDP=hO:
LET LDP=IO
202 LET NO=SQR (GM/ADP^N3)
203 LET EDP2=EDP,EDP: LET CN2=NI-EDP2: LET CN=SQR (CN2)
204 LET GM2=K2/ADP^N2: LET GMP2=GM2/(CN2*CN2): LET GM4=K4/ADP^N
4: LET GMP4=GM4/CN^8: LET FID4G2=FID4*GMP2















222 LET GDP=FN A(GDP)
223 LET HDP=hO+hDOT,Dt
224 LET HDP=FN A(HDP)
225 LET LDP=IO+nDOT*Dt
226 LET LDP=FN A(LDP)




232 LET CN3=CN2*CN: LET CN6=CN3*CN3: LET FIDICN=I/(I+CN): LET F
IDCN3=I/CN3: LET FIDCN6=I/CN6
233 LET GM3=K3/ADP^3: LET GMP3=GM3/CN6: LET G3DG2=GMP3/GMP2
234 IF Dt=O THEN LET SI=SIN (IDP): LET TI=SI/CI: LET P3T2MI=N3
*CI2-NI: LET PIMT2=NI-CI2: LET SQIMTZ=SQR (PIMT2): LET T31MTZ=N3
*PIMT2: LET T5T2M|=N5*CI2-NI: LET P3M5T2=N3-N5*CI2: LET AO=CI2/(
NI-N5*CI2): LET AI=FID2*FID4*(NI-NII*CI2-N40,CI2,AO): LET A3=-FI
D2*FID4*Cr*(NII+80,AO+2OO,AO,AO)






240 REM UDP,PERIODIC TERMS
241 LET EP=EDP: LET GP=GDP: LET LP=LDP: LET UDP=GDP+LDP: LET UD
P=FN A(UDP)
242 REM LP-TERMS
243 LET SG=SIN (GDP): LET CG=COS (GDP): LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET C
2G=N2*CG*CG-NI
244 LET DIE=A4*SG+EDP*GMP2*AI*C2G: LET DII=-(EDP*DIE)/TI: LET D
IE=CN2*DIE: LET D2E=EDP*CN3*GMP2*AI*S2G-CN3*A4,CG
245 LET EP=SQR (D2E*D2E+(EDP+DIE)*(EDP+DIE))
246 LET HP=HDP+EDP2*A3*GMP2*S2G+((EDP*CI*A4)/(SI,SI)),CG: LET H
P=FN A(HP)
247 LET UP=UDP+A2*S2G+((EDP*A4*FIDICN)*(N2+CN-EDP2)+A5),CG: LET
UP:FN A(UP)
248 LET SL=SIN (LDP): LET CL=COS (LDP)
249 IF EDP)=O.O5 THEN LET SM=D2E*CL+(EDP+DtE)*SL: LET CM=(EDP+
DIE)*CL-(D2E*SL): IF CM<>O THEN LET TM=SM/CM: LET LP=FN I(SM,CM
,TM):: LET GP=UP-LP: LET GP=FN A(GP): LET SG=SIN (GP): LET CG=CO
S (GP): LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET C2G=CG*CG-NI
250 REM FP
251 LET I=LP: LET e=EP: GO SUB IOO: LET EAP=EA: LET SEA=SIN (EA
): LET CEA=COS (EA)
252 LET ADR=NI/(NI-EP,CEA): LET ADR2=ADR*ADR: LET ADR3=ADR2*ADR
: LET SF:ADR*SQR (NI-EP*EP)*SEA: LET CF=ADR*(CEA-EP): LET FP=FN
T(SF,CF)
253 REM SP-TERMS
254 LET CF2=CF*CF: LET CF3=CF2,CF: LET S2F=N2*SF,CF: LET C2F=N2
*CF2-NI: LET S3F=N3*SF-N4,SF,SF,SF: LET C3F=N4*CF3-N3,CF: LET $2












258 LET i=IDP+DII+SP6*(NB*C2GP2F+EDPT3*C2GPF+EDP*C2GP3F): LET i
=FN A(i)
259 LET h=HP-TSPB*(N6*(FP-LP+EDP*SF)-(NB*S2GP2F+EDPT3*S2GPF+EDP




F+N3*(S2GP2F+EDP,S2GPF))): LET u=FN A(u)
261 LET SM=D2E*CL+(EDP+DIE),SL: LET CM=(EDP+DIE)*CL-D2E*SL: IF
CM<>O THEN LET TM=SM/CM
262 LET I=FN I(SM.CM.TM)
264 LET g=u-l: LET g=FN A(g)
269 RETURN
270 REM ORBGEN
271 LET Dt=t: IF Dt=O THEN GO SUB 200: GO SUB 230
272 IF DOTa=O THEN GO TO 290
273 IF t_O THEN LET tsum=O: LET tO=O: GO TO 289
274 LET sign=l: LET Dt=t-tO: IF Dt<O THEN LET sign=-1
275 LET PD=sign*PD
276 LET nPD=I: IF ABS Dt)=ABS PD THEN LET nPD=INT (Dt/PD)
277 IF ABS t<ABS (tsum+PD) THEN GO TO 289
278 FOR n=1 TO nPD
279 LET DOTe=((1-eO)/aO)*DOTa
280 LET DOTnD2= -(3/4)*(nO/aO)*DOTa
281 LET DELa=DOTa*PD: LET DELe=DOTe*PD: LET DELI=DOTnD2*PD*PD
282 LET aO=aO+DELa: LET eO=eO+DELe: LET IO=IO+DELI: LET IO=FN M
(IO,2*PI)
283 LET Dt=PD: LET tsum=tsum+PD
284 GO SUB 200: GO SUB 220
285 LET aO=a: LET eO=e: LET gO=g: LET hO=h: LET I0=i
287 NEXT n
288 GO SUB 200: GO SUB 230
289 LET tO=tsum: LET Dt=t-tO
290 GO SUB 220: GO SUB 240
299 RETURN
300 REM KEP-POSVEL
302 GO SUB 100
304 LET cosEA=COS EA: LET sinEA=SIN EA
308 LET e1=a*SQR (l-e,e)
310 LET r=a*(l-e*cosEA)





322 LET sini=SIN i: LET cosi=COS i
324 LET sing=SIN g: LET cosg=COS g


















2901 GO SUB 9900
2905 PRINT "INPUT aO": INPUT aI: PRINT aI
2910 PRINT "INPUT eO': INPUT el: PRINT el
2915 PRINT "INPUT iO': INPUT iI: PRINT iI: LET iI=iI*DTR
2920 PRINT "INPUT gO": INPUT gI: PRINT gI: LET gI=gI*DTR
2925 PRINT "INPUT hO": INPUT hi: PRINT hi: LET hI=hI*DTR
2930 PRINT "INPUT i0": INPUT iI: PRINT II: LET II=II*DTR
2935 PRINT "INPUT DOTa": INPUT DOTa: PRINT DOTa
2946 PRINT "INPUT OUTPUT DEL(t) in Sec's"
2948 INPUT DELt: PRINT DELt;"Sec's"
2950 PRINT "INPUT OUTPUT SPAN IN hrs": INPUT ENDt: PRINT ENDt;"h
rs': LET ENDt=ENDt*3600
2970 LET aO=aI: LET eO=eI: LET iO=iI: LET gO=gI: LET hO=hI: LET
lO=II
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ODay 14hr Omin Osec ODay 14hr Omin
a=6776.3894 x=4[09.8495km a=6776. 1906
































I>SAVE "BgDCseculr"LINE 2:PRINT "VERIFY":VERIFY ....
2 DEF FN I(S,C,T)=(PI AND C<O)+(PI2 AND C>O AND S<O)+(ATN T A
ND C<>O)+(PI/2 AND C=O AND S>O)+(3*PI/2 AND C=O AND S<O)
3 DEF FN M(X,N)=X-N*INT (X/N)
4 DEF FN A(A)=FN M(A,PI2)
5 DEF FN T(S,C)=(PI2 AND S<O)+(-I AND S<O OR +l AND S>=O)*ACS
C
6 DEF FN I(X)=INT (X,IE9+O.5)/IE9
8 PRINT ;" DC-ORBIT ........ LOAD ''OBS ARRAY'' DATA 0()": STOP
: DIM O(6,101): GO SUB 9990
9 GO SUB 9900
i0 CLS : LET N=6: PRINT AT 20,0;" solve for DOTa ? ": PRINT
AT 20,26;"L": INPUT DS: IF DS="yes" THEN LET N=7
II CLS : DIM K(7)
12 PRINT "INPUT FROM KEYBOARD?": INPUT KS: PRINT KS
13 IF KS="no" THEN LET al=O(l,l): LET eI=O(2,l): LET if=O(3,1
): LET gI=O(4,1): LET hi=O(5,1): LET ii=0(6,1): GO SUB i000: G
0 TO 20
14 IF KS="yes" THEN PRINT "INPUT aI": INPUT aI: PRINT aI: PRI
NT "INPUT eI": INPUT eI: PRINT eI: PRINT "INPUT iI": INPUT iI: P
RINT iI: PRINT "INPUT gI': INPUT gI: PRINT gI: PRINT "INPUT hi":
INPUT hi: PRINT hi: PRINT "INPUT lI": INPUT lI: PRINT lI
15 LET iI=iI*DTR: LET gI=gI*OTR: LET hI=hI*DTR: LET lI=lI*DTR
t6 PRINT "INPUT DOTa": INPUT DOTaO: PRINT OOTaO
20 LET aO=aI: LET eO=eI: LET iO=iI: LET gO=gI: LET hO=hI: LET
lO=lI: LET DOTa=DOTaO
21 LET k(l)=aO: LET k(2)=eO: LET k(3)=iO: LET k(4)=gO: LET k(5
)=hO: LET k(6)=lO: LET k(7)=DOTa
22 LPRINT BgDCseculr ": LPRINT : LPRINT INPUT "
23 FOR i=I TO 6
24 IF i<=2 THEN LPRINT "kO(";i;")=";k(i)
25 IF i>2 THEN LPRINT "kO(";i;")=";k(i)*RTD
26 NEXT i
27 LPRINT "DOTaO=";DOTaO






37 GO SUB 500
38 DIM M(7): DIM D(7,101)
39 REM A.dK=dO
40 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
41 LET nt=t/DELt+l
42 CLS : PRINT nt
44 GO SUB 270
45 GO SUB 400
50 FOR I=l TO N
51 LET B(I)=D(I,nt)+B(1)
52 FOR J=l TO N
53 LET A(I,J)=S(I,J)+A(I,J)
54 NEXT J: NEXT I: NEXT t
55 REM NORMAL EQ. LINEAR IN Dn
56 GO SUB 505: CLS : BEEP .5,0: BEEP 1,12
57 FOR i=l TO N: LET k(i)=k(i)+C(i): NEXT i
58 LET aO=k(1): LET eO=k(2): LET iO=k(3): LET gO=k(4): LET hO=
k(5): LET lO=k(6): IF N=7 THEN LET DOTa=k(7)
59 PRINT parameters "," DP ";TAB 25;"# ";IT: LPRINT mean e
lements";TAB 20;'" DEL.ele.# ";IT
60 FOR I=l TO 6
61 IF I<=2 THEN PRINT "K(";I;")=";FN I(K(1)),FN I(C(1))
B-l
62 IF I<=2 THEN LPRINT "K(';I;')=';FN I(K(I));TAB 20;FN I(C(I
))
63 IF I>2 THEN PRINT "K(";I;")=';FN I(K(I))*RTD,FN I(C(I))*RT
D
64 IF I>2 THEN LPRINT "K(";I;")=";FN I(K(I))*RTD;TAB 20;FN I(
C(I))*RTD
65 NEXT I: IF N=7 THEN PRINT "K(?)=";FN I(K(7)),FN I(C(?)): I
F N=7 THEN LPRINT "K(7)=";K(?);TAB 20;C(7)
66 IF ABS C(I)>IE-5 THEN GO TO 68
67 LET C$='YES': GO TO 70
68 LET IT=IT+!
69 IF IT>=11 THEN GO TO 88
70 REM AVE. REL. ERROR
71 FOR K=I TO 6
72 LET SUME=O
73 FOR I=l TO MAX
74 IF O(K,I)<>O THEN LET RELE = ABS D(K,I)/O(K,I)
75 LET SUME=SUME+RELE: NEXT I
76 LET AVE=SUME/MAx
77 PRINT "(";K;')-ERR=';AVE. IO0;'%"
78 LPRINT "(";K;')-ERR=";AVE, IO0;"%"
79 NEXT K
80 LPRINT : CLS : GO TO 87
81 FOR i=I TO n
82 PRINT i
83 FOR k=l TO max
84 IF i<=2 THEN PRINT k,D(i,k)
85 IF i)2 THEN PRINT k,D(i,k)*RTD
86 NEXT k: NEXT i
87 IF C$="NO" THEN GO TO 37
89 PRINT : PRINT conv.ele. "
90 LPRINT : LPRINT conv.ele. "
91 FOR k=1 TO 6
92 IF k<=2 THEN PRINT "k(';k;')=";k(k)
93 IF k<=2 THEN LPRINT "k(";k;")=';k(k)
94 IF k>2 THEN PRINT "k(";k;')=";k(k),RTD






201 LET ADP=aO: LET EDP=eO: LET IDP=i0: LET GDP=gO: LET HDP=hO:
LET LDP=IO
202 LET NO=SQR (GM/ADP^N3)
203 LET EDP2=EDP*EDP: LET CN2=NI-EDP2: LET CN=SQR (CN2)
204 LET GM2=K2/ADP^N2: LET GMP2=GM2/(CN2*CN2): LET GM4=K4/ADP^N
4: LET GMP4=GM4/CN^8: LET FID4G2=FID4*GMP2
















222 LET GDP=FNA(GDP): IF GDP<OTHEN LET GDP=GDP+PI2
223 LET HDP=hO+hDOT,Dt
224 LET HDP=FNA(HDP): IF HDP<OTHEN LET HDP=HDP+PI2
225 LET LDP=IO+nDOT*Dt
226 LET LDP=FNA(LDP): IF LDP(OTHEN LET LDP=LDP+PI2




271 LET Dt=t: IF Dt=O THEN GO SUB 200
272 IF DOTa=O THEN GO TO 290
273 IF t=O THEN LET tsum:O: LET tO=O: GO TO 289
274 LET sign=l: LET Dt=t-tO: IF Dt(O THEN LET sign=-I
275 LET PD=sign*PD
276 LET nPD=I: IF ABS Dt)=ABS PD THEN LET nPD=INT (Dt/PD)
277 IF ABS t<ABS (tsum+PD) THEN GO TO 289
278 FOR k=l TO nPD
279 LET DOTe=((l-eO)/aO)*DOTa
280 LET DOTnD2= -(3/4)*(n0/aO)*DOTa
281 LET DELa=DOTa*PD: LET DELe=DOTe*PD: LET DELI=DOTnD2_PD*PD
282 LET aO=aO+DELa: LET eO=eO+DELe: LET IO=IO+DELI: LET IO=FN M
(IO,2*PI)
283 LET Dt=PD: LET tsum=tsum+PD
284 GO SUB 200: GO SUB 220
285 LET aO=a: LET eO=e: LET gO=g: LET hO=h: LET I0=i
287 NEXT k
288 GO SUB 200
289 LET tO=tsum: LET Dt=t-tO
290 GO SUB 220
295 LET m(1)=a: LET m(2)=e: LET m(3)=i: LET m(4)=g: LET m(5)=h:
LET m(6)=l
299 RETURN
300 REM Secular retarded State matrizart-O(J2)
301 DIM S(7,7)




306 LET FIDA=I/aO: LET FEDP=eO/p











322 LET S(4,1)= -Sl*gmDOT*t
323 LET S(4,2)= 4*S2*gmDOT*t
324 LET S(4,3)= -5*S3*CI*t
325 REM h partials
326 LET S(5,1)=- Sl*hmDOT*t
327 LET S(5,2)= 4*S2*hmDOT*t
328 LET S(5,3)= S3*t
329 REM I par'tials
330 LET S(6,1)=-(S4+SI*ImDDT)*t
331 LET S(6,2)= 3*S2*ImDOT*t




352 LET FIDA=I/aO: LET pO=aO*(1-eO*eO): LET FEDP=eO/pO: LET DND
A=nO/aO




370 REM retarded partials
371 LET t2=t*t
372 LET S(I,7)= t
373 LET $(2,1)= -D4*FIDA*FIDA*DOTa,t
374 LET S(2,2)= I-DOTa*FIDA*t












402 DEF FN D(X,Y)=(PI2-ABS X)*(I AND Y<O)+(PI2-ABS X)*(-i AND Y
>O)
405 FOR k=1 TO 6
406 LET D(k,nt)=O(M,nt) m(k)
408 IF k<=2 THEN PRINT "k=";k,D(k,nt)
409 IF M>2 THEN PRINT "M=';k,D(M,nt)*RTD
410 NEXT k
412 IF ABS D(4,nt)>Pl THEN LET x=D(4,nt): LET ¥=D(6,nt): LET D
(4,nt)=FN D(x,¥): PRINT "D(';4;')=";D(4,nt)*RTD
414 IF ABS D(6,nt)>Pl THEN LET x=D(6,nt): LET y=D(4,nt): LET D
(6,nt)=FN D(x,¥): PRINT "D(';6;")=";D(6,nt)*RTD
425 IF t=O THEN GO SUB 300
426 GO SUB 320
430 IF N=6 THEN RETURN






490 IF t=O THEN GO SUB 350
495 GO SUB 370
499 RETURN
500 REM GAUSS ELIMINATION
502 DIM A(7,7): DIM B(7): DIM C(7)
504 RETURN
505 REM PIVOTAL CONDENSATION
506 REM GO SUB 5000
507 LET NMI:N-I
508 FOR K=I TO NMI
509 LET KPI=K+[: LET L=K
51I FOR I=KPI TO N
512 IF ABS A(I,K)>ABS A(L,K) THEN LET L=[
514 NEXT I
515 IF L=K THE_ GO TO 524






522 LET S=B(K): LET B(K)=B(L): LET B(L)=S
523 REM ELIMINATION
524 FOR I=KP[ TO N
525 LET PIVMPY=A(I,K)/A(K,K)
526 LET A(I,K)=O
527 FOR J=KP[ TO N
528 LET A(I,J):A(I,J) - PIVMPY*A(K,J): NEXT J
529 LET B(1)=B(I)-PIVMPY*B(K): NEXT I: NEXT K
530 LET C(N)=B(N)/A(N,N)
531 FOR L:2 TO N
532 LET I=N-L+I: LET K=l+l: LET SUM=O
535 FOR J=K TO N: LET SUM=SUM + A(I,J)*C(J): NEXT J
536 LET C(1)=(B(1)-SUM)/A(I,I): NEXT L
55O RETURN
1000 REM calculate DOTaO
1005 LET sum=O







5010 FOR I=l TO N
5020 PRINT "B(";I;')=";B(1)
5021LPRINT "B(";I;")=";B(I)










8000 REM Test BgDCmean
8001 INPUT "DELt:';DELt: INPUT "ENDt:';ENDt
8002 LET MAX=(ENDt/DELt)+I
8005 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
8010 LET nt=t/DELt+l
8020 GO SUB 270
8O25 CLS
8030 LET O(1,nt)=a: LET O(2,nt)=e: LET O(3,nt)=[: LET O(4,nt)=g:
LET O(5,nt)=h: LET O(6,nt)=l
8035 FOR K=I TO 6: PRINT (O(K,nt) AND K<=2)+O(K,nt)*(RTD AND K>2
)': NEXT K
8O4O NEXT t
8050 BEEP .5,0: BEEP t,[2


















9980 LET RTD=ISO/PI: LET DTR=PI/180
9989 RETURN
9990 REM OBS.ARRAY
9991 LOAD "OBS ARRAY" DATA 0()
9992 FOR I=l TO 100
9993 PRINT "(';I;')"
9994 FOR K=I TO 6: PRINT (O(K,I) AND K(=2)+O(K,I)*(RTD AND K>2)"
: NEXT K
9995 NEXT I

















































































































































_>SAVE "BgOBSMEAN'LINE 2:PRINT _VERIFY':VERIFY ""
2 DEF FN I(S,C,T)=(PI AND C<O)+(PI2 AND C>O AND S<O)+(ATN T A
ND C<>O)+<PI/2 AND C=O AND S>O)+(3*PI/2 AND C=O AND S<O)
3 DEF FN M(X,N)=X-N*INT (X/N)
4 DEF FN D(A,B,C,D,E,F)=A*D+B*E+C*F
5 DEF FN R(X,Y,Z)=SQR (X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z)
6 DEF FN A(A)=FN M(A,PIR)
7 DEF FN I(X)=INT (X*IES+O.5)/IE8
8 DEF FN T(S,C)=(PI2 AND S<O)+(-i AND S<O OR +! AND S>=O)*ACS
9 GO SUB 9990: GO SUB 9900
lO CLS : PRINT "OSCULATING TO MEAN CONVERSION "''
11 PRINT "INPUT- C -FOR Cartesian elements input"
12 PRINT "INPUT- K -FOR Keplerian elements input"
13 INPUT 05
14 PRINT "INPUT FROM KEYBOARD ?": INPUT KS
15 IF K$='NO _ THEN GO TO 49
16 CLS : PRINT "OSCULATING TO MEAN CONVERSION ....
17 LPRINT "OSCULATING TO MEAN CONVERSION''N[ INPUT ]"
18 IF 05="C" THEN GO TO 29
19 REM INPUT KEPLERIAN
20 PRINT "INPUT a': INPUT a: PRINT a
21 PRINT "INPUT e': INPUT e: PRINT e
22 PRINT "INPUT i_: INPUT i: PRINT i: LET i=i*DTR
23 PRINT "INPUT g": INPUT g: PRINT g: LET g=g*DTR
24 PRINT "INPUT h_: INPUT h: PRINT h: LET h=h*DTR
25 PRINT "INPUT I': INPUT I: PRINT I: LET I=I*DTR
26 LPRINT "'a=";a'"e=";e'Ni=";i/DTR'_g=";g/DTR'"h=_;h/DTR'"l =';
IIDTR
27 GO SUB 300: GO TO 40
28 REM INPUT CARTESIAN
29 PRINT "INPUT UNITS "'KM'' OR ''CUL''": INPUT US
30 PRINT "INPUT x": INPUT x: PRINT x
31 PRINT "INPUT y": INPUT y: PRINT y
32 PRINT "INPUT z': INPUT z: PRINT z
33 PRINT "INPUT Dx': INPUT Dx: PRINT Dx
34 PRINT "INPUT Dy': INPUT Dy: PRINT Dy
35 PRINT "INPUT Dz": INPUT Dz: PRINT Dz
36 PRINT "x=";x'"y=";y''z=";z''Dx=";Dx'"Dy=";Dy''Dz=_;Dz
37 LPRINT "x=";x'"y=";F'"z=';z'"Dx=";Dx'"Dy=';Dy''Dz=";Dz
38 IF US='CUL" THEN LET X=X*Re: LET y=y*Re: LET z=z*Re: LET D
x=Dx,Re*Ke: LET D¥=Dv*Re*Ke: LET Dz=Dz*Re*Ke
39 GO SUB 400
40 REM INPUT ELEMENTS
41 LET K(1)=a: LET K(2)=e: LET K(3)=i: LET K(4)=g: LET K(5)=h:
LET K(6)=I
42 LET X(1)=x: LET X(2)=y: LET X(3)=z: LET X(4)=Dx: LET X(5)=D
y: LET X(6)=Dz
45 REM CALL OSCMEAN
46 GO SUB 1OOO
47 GO SUB 4000
48 STOP : CLEAR : GO TO 2
49 LET DOTa=O
50 REM INPUT DATA ARRAY: GO SUB 9995
51 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
52 LET nt:t/DELt+l
53 IF OS="C" THEN LET x=P(1,nt,l): LET y=P(1,nt,2): LET z=P(1
,nt,3): LET Dx:P(l,nt,4): LET Dy=P(1,nt,5): LET Dz=P(l,nt,6): GO
SUB 400
54 IF O$="K" THEN LET a=P(2,nt,1): LET e=P(2,nt,2): LET i=P(2
,nt,3): LET g=P(Z,nt,4): LET h=P(2,nt,5): LET l=P(2,nt,6): GO SU
B 300
C-I
55 LET K(1)=a: LET K(2)=e: LET K(3)=i: LET K(4)=g: LET K(5)=h:
LET K(6)=I: LET X(1)=x: LET X(2)=y: LET X(3)=z: LET X(4)=Dx: LE
T X(5)=Dy: LET X(6)=Dz
56 REM CALL OSMEAN
57 GO SUB 80
58 GO SUB 1000
59 LET G(nt,I)=ADP: LET G(nt,2)=EDP: LET G(nt,3)=IDP*RTD: LET
G(nt,4)=GDP*RTD: LET G(nt,5)=HDP*RTD: LET G(nt,6)=LDP*RTD
60 GO SUB 4000
66 NEXT t
67 BEEP .5,0: BEEP 1,12
68 STOP : CLS
70 REM DOTa
71 LET DOTa=O
72 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
73 LET nt=t/DELt+!





79 PRINT BRIGHT I;AT ll,4;'DOTa=";DOTa;"km/sec": STOP : GO TO
90
80 REM t-Day,hr,min,sec
81 LET Day=INT (t/86400)
82 LET hr=INT ((t-Day*86400)/3600)
83 LET min=INT ((t-(Day*86400+hr*3600))/60)
84 LET sec=INT (t-(Day*86400+hr*3600+min*60)): LET sec=INT (se
c+.5)
86 CLS
87 PRINT INVERSE l;DaT;'Day ";hr;'hr ";min;'min ";sec;"sec"
89 RETURN
90 REM output mean elements
92 FOR t=O TO ENDt STEP DELt
93 LET nt=t/DELt+l
94 GO SUB 80






lO0 REM SOLVE KEPLERS EQ.
llO LET EA=O
i15 IF I=0 THEN GO TO 160
120 LET EA=I+e
125 FOR N=! TO lO: LET OEA=EA: LET FE=EA-e*SIN EA-I: LET EA=EA-
FE/(|-e*COS (EA-O.5*FE)): LET DEA=ABS (EA-OEA)
135 IF DEA<=O. IE-8 THEN GO TO 160
140 NEXT N
160 LET EA=FN M(EA,2*PI)
199 RETURN
200 REM BgOPBIT
201 LET ADP=aO: LET EDP=eO: LET IDP=iO: LET GDP=gO: LET HDP=hO:
LET LDP=IO
202 LET NO=SQR (GM/ADP^N3)
203 LET EDP2=EDP*EDP: LET CN2=NI-EDP2: LET CN=SQR (CN2)
204 LET GM2=K2/ADP^N2: LET GMP2=GM2/(CNZ*CN2): LET GM4=K4/ADP^N
4: LET GMP4=GM4/CN^8: LET FID4G2=FID4*GMP2




232 LET CN3=CN2*CN: LET CN6=CN3*CN3: LET FIDICN=II(I+CN): LET F
IDCN3=I/CN3: LET FIDCN6=I/CN6
233 LET GM3=K3/ADP^3: LET GMP3=GM3/CN6: LET G3DG2=GMP3/GMP2
234 IF Dt=O THEN LET SI=SIN (IDP): LET TI=SI/CI: LET P3T2MI=N3
*CI2-NI: LET PIMT2=NI-CI2: LET SQIMT2=SQR (PIMT2): LET T31MT2=N3
*PIMT2: LET TST2MI=N5*C[2-NI: LET P3MST2=N3-NS*CI2: LET AO=CI2/(
NI-NS*CI2): LET AI=FID2,FID4*(NI-NII*CI2-N40*CI2*AO): LET A3=-FI
D2*FID4*CI*(NII+80*AO+2OO*AO*AO)





240 REM UDP,PERIODIC TERMS
241 LET EP=EDP: LET GP=GDP: LET LP=LDP: LET UDP=GDP+LDP: LET UD
P=FN A(UDP)
242 REM LP-TERMS
243 LET SG=SIN (GDP): LET CG=COS (GDP): LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET C
2G=N2*CG*CG-N!
244 LET DIE=A4*SG+EDP*GMP2*AI*C2G: LET DII=-(EDP*DIE)/TI: LET D
IE=CN2*DIE: LET D2E=EDP*CN3*GMP2*AI*S2G-CN3*A4*CG
245 LET EP=SQR (D2E*D2E+(EDP+DIE)*(EDP+DIE))
246 LET HP=HDP+EDP2*A3*GMP2*S2G+((EDP*CI*A4)/(SI*SI))kCG: LET H
P=FN A(HP)
247 LET UP=UDP+A2*S2G+((EDP*A4*FIDICN)*(N2+CN-EDP2)+AS)*CG: LET
UP=FN A(UP)
248 LET SL=SIN (LDP): LET CL=COS (LDP)
249 IF EDP>=O.O5 THEN LET SM=D2E*CL+(EDP+DIE)*SL: LET CM=(EDP+
DIE)*CL-(D2E*SL): IF CM<>O THEN LET TM=SM/CM: LET LP=FN I(SM,CM
.TM): LET GP=UP-LP: LET GP=FN A(GP): LET SG=SIN (GP): LET CG=COS
(GP): LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET CZG=CG*CG-N!
250 REM FP
251 LET I=LP: LET e=EP: GO SUB IO0: LET EAP=EA: LET SEA=SIN (EA
): LET CEA=COS (EA)
252 LET ADR=NI/(NI-EP,CEA): LET ADR2=ADR,ADR: LET ADR3=ADR2,ADR
: LET SF=ADR,SQR (NI-EP,EP),SEA: LET CF=ADR,(CEA-EP): LET FP=FN
T(SF,CF)
253 REM SP-TERMS
254 LET CF2=CF,CF: LET CF3=CF2*CF: LET S2F=N2*SF*CF: LET C2F=N2
,CF2-NI: LET S3F=N3*SF-N4*SF*SF*SF: LET CBF=N4*CF3-N3*CF: LET $2
GPF=S2G*CF+C2G*SF: LET S2GP2F=S2G*C2F+C2G*S2F: LET S2GP3F=S2G*CB
F+C2G,S3F: LET C2GPF=C2G,CF-S2G*SF: LET C2GP2F=C2G,C2F-S2G,S2F:
LET C2GP3F=C2G*C3F-S2G,S3F







ADR+NI)*S2GPF+(ADR2*CN2+ADR+FID3),S2GPBF))+D2E: LET e=SQR (D2E*D
2E+(EDP+DIE)*(EDP+DIE))
258 LET i=IDP+DII+SP6*(N3*C2GP2F+EDPTB*C2GPF+EDP*C2GP3F): LET i
=FN A(i)
259 LET h=HP-TSP3*(N6*(FP-LP+EDP*SF)-(N3*S2GP2F+EDPT3*S2GPF+EDP




F+N3*(S2GPZF+EDP*S2GPF))): LET u=FN A(u)
261 LET SM=D2E*CL+(EDP+DIE)*SL: LET CM=(EDP+DIE)*CL-D2E*SL: IF
CM<>O THEN LET TM=SM/CM
C-3
262 LET I=FN I(SM.CM.TM)
264 LET g=u-l: LET g=FN A(g)
269 RETURN
300 REM KEP-POSVEL
302 GO SUB 100
304 LET cosEA=CO$ EA: LET sinEA=SIN EA
308 LET el=a*SQR (l-e.e)
310 LET r=a*(l-e*cosEA)





322 LET sini=SIN i: LET cosi=COS i
324 LET sing=SIN g: LET cosg=COS g

















404 LET r=SQR (x*x+y*y+z*z)
406 LET V2=Dx*Dx+Dy*Dy+Dz*Dz
408 LET Uz=z/r
410 LET Wx=y*Dz-z*Dy: LET Wy=z*Dx-x*Dz: LET Wz=x*Dy-¥*Dx
412 LET W=SQR (Wx*Wx+Wy*Wy+Wz*Wz)







432 LET Se=rDotV/SQR (GM*a): LET Ce=1-r/a
434 LET e=SQR (Se*Se+Ce*Ce)
440 REM i
442 LET sini=SQR (Wx*Wx+Wy*Wy)
444 LET cosi=Wz
446 LET i=FN T(sini.cosi)
450 REM h
452 LET sinh=Wx/sini: LET cosh=-Wy/sini
454 LET h=FN T(sinh.cosh)
460 REM EA
462 LET sinEA=Se/e: LET cosEA=Ce/e
464 LET EA=FN T(sinEA.cosEA)
470 REM f
471 LET EE=I-Ce
472 LET sinf=SQR (l-e*e)*sinEA/EE
474 LET cosf=(cosEA-e)/EE
476 LET f=FN T(sinf.cosf)
480 REM u
C-4
482 LET sinu=Uz/sini: LET cosu=Vz/sini: LET cosu=FN I(cosu)
484 LET u:FN T(sinu,cosu)
485 REM g
488 LET g=u-f: LET g=FN A(g)
490 REM 1




1005 LET aO=K(1): LET eO=K(2): LET iO=K(3): LET gO=K(4): LET hO=
K(5): LET IO=K(6)
1006 LET xM=X(1): LET yM=X(2): LET zM=X(3): LET DxM=X(4): LET Dy
M=X(5): LET DzM=X(6)
1009 LET OLDEL=999
1010 FOR m:l TO 10
I019 REM CALL BgORBIT
1020 GO SUB 200
1022 REM KEP->POSVEL
1025 GO SUB 300
IO26 LET ao=a: LET eo=e: LET io=i: LET go=g: LET ho=h: LET Io=i
1030 LET D(1)=X(1)-x: LET xM=xM + D([)
IO31 LET D(2)=X(2)-y: LET yM=yM + D(2)
[032 LET D(3)=X(3)-z: LET zM=zM + D(3)
1033 LET D(4)=X(4)-Dx: LET DxM=DxM + D(4)
1034 LET D(5)=X(5)-D7: LET DyM=DyM + D(5)
1035 LET D(6)=X(6)-Dz: LET DzM=DzM + D(6)
1040 REM POSVEL->KEP
1042 LET x=xM: LET y=yM: LET z=zM: LET Dx=DxM: LET Dy=DyM: LET D
z=DzM
1045 GO SUB 400
1046 LET aO=a: LET eO=e: LET iO=i: LET gO=g: LET hO=h: LET iO=I
1049 CLS
1050 PRINT TAB 9; INVERSE I;"INTER.#";m
105] LPRINT : LPRINT TAB 8;"Iteration #:";m
1053 IF m>l THEN GO TO 1065
1055 PRINT Kepler input Cartesian"
1056 LPRINT " Kepler input Cartesian"
I060 FOR p=i TO 6
1061 LET kp=K(p)
I062 IF p>=3 THEN LET kp=kp,RTD
1063 PRINT kp;TAB 16;X(p)
i064 LPRINT kp;TAB [6;X(p)
1066 NEXT p
1068 PRINT "KEPLER-MEAN";TAB 16;"OSCULATING"
1069 LPRINT "KEPLER-MEAN";TAB [6;"OSCULATING"
1070 PRINT ADP;TAB 16;ao'EDP;TAB 16;eo'IDP*RTD;TAB 16;io*RTD'GDP
*RTD;TAB 16;go*RTD'HDP*RTD;TAB 16;ho*RTD'LDP*RTD;TAB 16;Io*RTD
1071LPRINT ADP;TAB 16;ao'EDP;TAB 16;eo'IDP*RTD;TAB 16;io*RTD'GD
P*RTD;TAB 16;go*RTD'HDP*RTD;TAB 16;ho*RTD'LDP*RTD;TAB 16;Io*RTD
1075 PRINT TAB 11;"O-I": FOR p=l TO 6: PRINT TAB 7;D(p): NEXT p
[O76 LPRINT TAB 11;"O-I": FOR p=[ TO 6: LPRINT TAB 7;D(p): NEXT
P
1080 LET DEL=SQR (D(1)*D(1)+D(2)*D(2)+D(3),D(3)): IF DEL<=O.5E-3
THEN GO TO [095
1085 IF DEL>=OLDEL THEN LET DEL=OLDEL: GO TO I090




1090 LET ADP=OADP: LET EDP=OEDP: LET IDP=OIDP: LET GDP=OGDP: LET
HDP=OHDP: LET LDP=OLDP
C-5
1095 LET aO=ADP: LET eO=EDP: LET iO=IDP: LET g0=GDP: LET hO=HDP:
LET IO=LDP
1096 GO SUB 200
1097 GO SUB 300
1098 GO SUB 400
1099 RETURN
4000 REM [Converged Elements]
4001CLS : PRINT "[OSCULATING TO MEAN CONVERSION]"
4002 LPRINT : LPRINT "[OSCULATING TO MEAN CONVERSION]"
4005 PRINT " [ Km-Km/sec-Deg. ]"
4006 LPRINT [ Km-Km/sec-Deg. ]"
4010 PRINT "[MEAN ELEMENTS]";" DELR=";FN I(DEL);'km"





4017 PRINT "[OSCULATING ELEMENTS]"
4018 LPRINT "[OSCULATING ELEMENTS]"
4020 LET Ha=ADP*(I+e)-Re: LET Hp=ADP*(I-e)-Re
4025 LET PD=2*PI/SQR (GM/ADP^3): LET PD=PD/60
4030 PRINT "x=';x;TAB 16;_a=";a''y=";y;TAB 16;"e=";e'"z=';z;TAB
16;"i=';i*RTD''Dx=";Dx;TAB 16;"g=";g*RTD'"Dy=";Dy;TAB 16;"h=";h*
RTD'"Dz=";Dz;TAB 16;'I=';I*RTD
4031LPRINT "x=";x;TAB 16;"a=";a'"y=';y;TAB 16;"e=";e''z=';z;TAB
16;'i=';i*RTD'"Dx=";Dx;TAB 16;"g=';g*RTD''Dy=";Dy;TAB 16;"h=";h
*RTD'"Dz=';Dz;TAB 16;"I=";I*RTD
4035 PRINT : PRINT "r=';r;TAB i6;"EA=';EA*RTD'"V=';SQR V2;TAB 16
;"f=";f*RTD
4036 LPRINT : LPRINT "r=";r;TAB 16;"EA=";EA*RTD'"V=";SQR V2;TAB
16;"f=";f*RTD











9928 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,9,11,25,30,35,40,90, 126,385




9980 LET RTD=ISO/PI: LET DTR=PI/180: LET ftTkm=O.O003048
9985 LET We=We*RTD
9986 LET Rf=I/IDF: LET Zf=2*Rf- Rf*Rf
9987 LET PI2=2*PI
9989 RETURN
9990 REM LOAD OSC ARRAY
9992 DIM P(2,101,6)
9993 DIM G(IOI,6): DIM X(6): DIM K(6): DIM D(6): DIM 0(6)
9994 RETURN
9995 PRINT " BgOBSMEAN ....
9996 PRINT "LOAD ''ORBIT DATA'' DATA P()"
9997 LOAD "ORBIT DATA" DATA P()
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2 REM An Economical Semi-Analytical Orbit Theory
for Micro-Computer Applications 1986-TimeX/Sinclair 2068
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AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting Jan.6-9,1986
[AIAA-86-OO85]
4 DEF FN I(S,C,T)=(PI AND C<O)+(PI2 AND C>O AND S<O)
+(ATN T AND C<>O)+(PI/2 AND C=O AND S>O)
+(3,PI/2 AND C=O AND S<O)
5 DEF FN M(X,N)=X-N*INT (X/N)
7 DEF FN A(A)=FN M(K,P[2)
8 DEF FN T(S,C)=(PI2 AND S<O)+(-! AND S<O OR +I AND S>=O)
*ACS C
IOO REM SOLVE KEPLERS EQ.
IIO LET EA=O
115 IF i=O THEN GO TO 160
120 LET EA=I+e
125 FOR N=! TO lO: LET OEA=EA: LET FE=EA-e*SIN EA-I:
LET EA=EA-FE/(I-e*COS (EA-O.5*FE)): LET DEA=ABS (EA-OEA)
135 IF DEA<=O. IE-8 THEN GO TO 160
140 NEXT N
[60 LET EA=FN M(EA,2*PI)
199 RETURN
200 REM BgORBIT
201 LET ADP=aO: LET EDP=eO: LET IDP=iO: LET GDP=gO:
LET HDP=hO: LET LDP=IO
202 LET NO=SQR (GM/ADP^N3)
203 LET EDP2=EDP*EDP: LET CN2=NI-EDP2: LET CN=SQR (CN2)
204 LET GM2=K2/ADP^N2: LET GMP2=GM2/(CN2*CN2):
LET GM4=K4/ADP^N4: LET GMP4=GM4/CN^8: LET FID4G2=FID4*GMP2
205 IF Dt=O THEN LET CI=COS (IDP): LET CI2=CI*CI:

















222 LET GDP=FN A(GDP)
223 LET HDP=hO+hDOT*Dt
224 [JET HDP=FN A(HDP)
225 LET LDP=IO+nDOT*Dt
226 LET LDP=FN A(LDP)
227 LET a=ADP: LET e=EDP: LET i=IDP:
LET g=GDP: LET h=HDP: LET I=LDP
229 RETURN
230 REM SP,LP-CONSTANTS
232 LET CN3=CN2*CN: LET CN6=CN3*CN3: LET FIDICN=I/(I+CN):
LET FIQCN3=I/CN3: LET FIDCN6=I/CN6
233 LET GM3=K3/ADF^3: LET GMF3=GM3/CN6: LET G3DG2=GMP3/GMP2
234 IF Dt=O THEN LET SI=SIN (IDP): LET TI=SI/CI:
LET P3T2MI_:N3*CI2-NI: LET PIMT2=NI-CI2:
LET SQIMTt=SQR (PIMT2): LET T31MT2=N3*PIMT2:
D-I









LET A4=FID4*GBDG2*SI: LET AS=(A4*EDP*CI)/(NI+CI)
239 RETURN
240 REM UDP,PERIODIC TERMS
241 LET EP=EDP: LET GP=GDP: LET LP=LDP: LET UDP=GDP+LDP:
LET UDP=FN A(UDP)
242 REM LP-TERMS
243 LET SG=SIN (GDP): LET CG=COS (GDP):
LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET C2G=N2*CG*CG-NI
244 LET DIE=A4*SG+EDP*GMP2*AI*C2G: LET DII=-(EDP*DIE)/TI:
LET DIE=CN2*DIE: LET D2E=EDP*CNB*GMP2*AI*S2G-CN3*A4*CG





248 LET SL=SIN (LDP): LET CL=COS (LDP)
249 IF EDP>=O.05 THEN LET SM=D2E*CL+(EDP+DIE)*SL:
LET CM=(EDP+DIE)*CL-(D2E*SL):
IF CM<>O THEN LET TM=SM/CM: LET LP=FN I(SM,CM,TM):
LET GP=UP-LP: LET GP=FN A(GP):
LET SG=SIN (GP): LET CG=COS (GP):
LET S2G=N2*SG*CG: LET C2G=CG*CG-NI
250 REM FP
251 LET I=LP: LET e=EP: GO SUB i00: LET EAP=EA:
LET SEA=SIN (EA): LET CEA=COS (EA)
252 LET ADR=NI/(NI-EP*CEA): LET ADR2=ADR*ADR:
LET ADR3=ADR2*ADR: LET SF=ADR*SQR (NI-EP*EP)*SEA:
LET CF=ADR*(CEA-EP): LET FP=FN T(SF,CF)
253 REM SP-TERMS
254 LET CF2=CF*CF: LET CFB=CF2*CF: LET S2F=N2*SF*CF:
LET C2F=N2*CF2-NI: LET S3F=NB*SF-N4*SF*SF*SF:
LET CBF=N4*CF3-NB*CF: LET S2GPF=S2G*CF+C2G*SF:
LET S2GP2F=S2G*C2F+C2G*S2F: LET S2GP3F=S2G*C3F+C2G*S3F:
LET C2GPF=C2G*CF-S2G*SF: LET C2GP2F=C2G*C2F-S2G*S2F:
LET C2GP3F=C2G*C3F-S2G*S3F


















*(S2GP2F+EDP*S2GPF))): LET u=FN A(u)
D-2
261 LET SM:D2E,CL+(EDP+DIE)*SL:LET CM:(EDP+DIE)_CL-DZE*SL:
IF CM<>OTHEN LET TM=SM/CM
262 LET I=FN I(SM,CM,TM)
264 LET g=u-l: LET g:FN A(g)
269 RETURN
270 REM ORBGEN
271 LET Dt:t: IF Dt=O THEN GOSUB200: GOSUB230
272"IF DOTa=OTHEN GOTO 290
273 IF t=O THEN LET tsum=O: LET tO=O: GOTO 289
274 LET sign=l: LET Dr=t-tO: IF Dt<O THEN LET sign=-1
275 LET PD=sign*PD-
276 LET nPD=I: IF ABSDt>:ABS PDTHEN LET nPD=INT(Dt/PD)
277 IF ABS t<ABS (tsum+PD) THEN GOTO 289
278 FORn=l TO nPD
279 LET DOTe=((l-eO)/aO)*DOTa
280 LET DOTnD2=-(3/4)*(nO/aO)*DOTa
281 LET DELa=DOTa*PD:LET DELe:DOTe*PD:LET DELI=DOTnD2*PD*PD
282 LET aO:aO+DELa:LET eO=eO+DELe:LET IO=IO+DELI:
LET IO=FNM(IO,2*PI)
283 LET Dt:PD: LET tsum=tsum+PD
284 GOSUB200: GOSUB220
285 LET aO=a: LET eO=e: LET gO=g: LET hO=h: LET iO=l
287 NEXTn
288 GOSUB200: GOSUB230

















9980 LET RTD=I80/PI: LET DTR=PI/180
9999 RETURN
D-3
3OO)REM Secular retarded State matrizart-O(J2)
301 DIM S(7,7)




306 LET FIDA=I/aO: LET FEDP=e0/p










321 REM g partials
322 LET S(4,1)= -Sl*gmDOT*t
323 LET S(4,2)= 4*S2*gmDOT*t
324 LET S(4,3)= -5*S3*CI*t
325 REM h partials
326 LET S(5,1)=- S1*hmDOT*t
327 LET S(5,2)= 4*S2*hmDOT*t
328 LET S(5,3)= S3*t
329 REM 1 partials
330 LET S(6,1)=-(S4+SI*ImDOT)*t
331 LET S(6,2)= 3*S2*ImDOT*t
332 LET 5(6,3)= -3*cn*S3*CI*t
340 RETURN
350 REM DOTa
352 LET FIDA=I/aO: LET pO=aO*(l-eO*eO):
LET FEDP=eO/pO: LET DNDA=nO/aO




370 REM retarded partials
371 LET t2=t,t
372 LET S(I,7)= t
373 LET S(2,1)= -D4,FIDA*FIDA*DOTa*t
374 LET S(2,2)= I-DOTa*FIDA*t
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